This article presents a model for accuracy and response time (RT) in recognition and cued recall, fitted to free-response and signal-to-respond data from Experiment 1 of P. A. Nobel and R. M. Shiffrin (2001) . The model posits that recognition operates through parallel activation in a single retrieval step and cued recall operates as a sequential search. Because the data for recognition showed that variations in list length and study time per list had a large effect on accuracy but a small or negligible effect on (a) free-response RT distributions and (b) retrieval dynamics in signal-to-respond, the timing of the recognition decision is based on an assessment of retrieval completion (ARC), rather than on a sufficiency of evidence in favor of 1 of the response options. By assuming within-trial forgetting, the model predicts both the dissociation of accuracy and RT and the finding that errors are slower than correct responses. For cued recall, this model was incorporated as the 1st step in a search consisting of cycles of sampling and recovery.
This article presents a model for accuracy and response time (RT) in episodic recognition and cued-recall tasks. The model is fitted to data from Experiment 1 in the companion article by Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) . Nobel and Shiffrin used RTs and retrieval dynamics assessed in signal-to-respond tasks to contrast retrieval in recognition and cued recall. Three studies demonstrated that retrieval times and retrieval dynamics were considerably slower in cued recall than in recognition. The results are consistent with the following proposals: First, recognition is carried out by comparing the test item in parallel with episodic memory traces in a "singlestep" retrieval process, combining the resultant trace activations into a single measure termed familiarity, and basing a recognition decision on the result. Second, cued recall is carried out with a sequential search consisting of a series of cycles, each composed of a sampling of one trace based on its relative activation, recovery of information from the sampled trace, and decisions about response and search continuation based on the recovered information. These are, of course, familiar concepts that have been used previously in, for example, the search of associative memory (SAM) model of Shiffrin (1980, 1981) and Gil-lund and Shiffrin (1984) and the retrieving effectively from memory (REM) model of Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997, 1998) . These same ideas formed the basic structure of the model in this article. To prevent redundancy, the reader is referred to Nobel and Shiffrin' s (2001) article for a full presentation of the relevant literature, data, and arguments related to this core conception.
Although the use of single-step retrieval for recognition and sequential search for cued recall has rather obvious implications for RT predictions, the SAM and REM models have been restricted for the most part to accuracy predictions. In this article, we rectify this omission by presenting a joint model for accuracy and RT. Although very similar in conception to the SAM model, the new model is couched in terms of the Bayesian approach and vector representations of the REM model.
There are many ways that one might incorporate RT mechanisms in models that follow the general framework we have outlined, or in the SAM and REM models in particular. The particular choice that we have adopted for recognition is atypical (as we described in the section The ARC Model) but was motivated by recognition data from the studies by Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) : Several of their studies varied list length and list study time; these variations produced large and reliable accuracy differences but small (or missing) and unreliable RT differences. Although the relevant results were reported by Nobel and Shiffrin, discussion of their importance was deferred to this article. We therefore begin this article by summarizing the results concerning list length and strength (especially for recognition), the relation of these results to the literature, and the possible implications for theory.
Effects of Length and Strength
The experiments of Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) used freeresponse and signal-to-respond paradigms to track the time course of retrieval. A given participant took part in 10-15 sessions for each paradigm, with the words in 1 session being reused in different orders in the next session. Each session consisted of study 414 of a list of word pairs, followed by a brief period of arithmetic to clear short-term memory. During the study period, the participant knew whether testing would be by free response or by signal-torespond but not whether by recognition or cued recall (or, in some studies, by paired recognition or by associative recognition).
Single-item recognition was tested with presentation of a single test word (for an old-new response), and cued recall was tested with presentation of a single test word (the participant attempted to recall the paired word).
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In free response, used in Experiment 1 of Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) , participants responded as quickly and accurately as possible. In this case, distributions of RTs were collected for each condition of length and strength, for each possible category: hits, false alarms, correct rejections, misses, correct recalls, recall intrusions, and recall "give-ups." In signal-to-respond, responses were withheld until a signal was given, and then responses were emitted quickly, within a small window of time. The lags until the signal were varied in 10 steps, chosen randomly across trials, over a range from 100 ms to 5,000 ms. In this case, responses and accuracy were measured at each lag. For recognition, the d' accuracy data (obtained from the hit and false-alarm data at each lag) and, for cued recall, the probability of correct response were fitted with exponential functions that start rising from chance at an intercept value (I), grow exponentially at a rate (G), and level out at an asymptote (A).
Accuracy
The effects of length and strength on accuracy are summarized as follows: Shortening lists from 40 pairs to 10 pairs and slowing list presentation from 670 ms per pair to 2,000 ms per pair each dramatically increased performance. The free-response results are shown in Table 1 : d' for recognition rose 39% for the shorter lists Note. For the conditions, the first number (10 or 40) refers to the number of pairs in the list, and the second number (670 or 2,000) refers to the length of the list presentation per pair in milliseconds. Observed values are in parentheses. ARC = assessment of retrieval completion; REM = retrieving effectively from memory.
and 56% for the stronger lists, and probability correct for recall rose 35% for the shorter lists and 179% for the stronger lists. For signal-to-respond, estimated asymptotic d' for recognition rose 36% for the shorter lists and 56% for the stronger lists, and estimated asymptotic probability correct for recall rose 38% for the shorter lists and 245% for the stronger lists. All of these accuracy results were highly reliable and highly significant statistically. The list-length effects on accuracy are quite pronounced. In previous research, the question has been raised whether such effects could be due to some combination of serial position effects at study and test and study-test lag (e.g., Murdock & Anderson, 1975) . Although cogent arguments against this view have been made (e.g., Ohrt & Gronlund, 1999) , we adopted a conservative approach in the present paradigm: We controlled these variables as much as possible by testing 10 early items or 10 late items in the longer list. The relevant results are described briefly in Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) and are provided in detail at the following website: http://www.psych.indiana.edu/publications.html (Appendixes C and D); the results reveal little support for this account. There was little difference between tests of the first 10 or last 10 words of the 40-word list, and thus there is little evidence that serial position or lag effects are producing the list-length differences (see also Gronlund & Elam, 1994) . We therefore ascribe list-length effects to extra noise in the retrieval process when longer lists are accessed, a hypothesis common to all the global, parallel models of recognition (e.g., SAM [Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984] , MINERVA [Hintzman, 1988] , the composite holographic associative recall model [Metcalfe Eich, 1982 , 1985 , and the theory of distributed associative memory [Murdock, 1982] ). The effects of study time on accuracy are also quite pronounced. These effects are presumably due to better storage of information when study time is longer, an assumption common to all models.
RT
RTs did not exhibit the patterns found for accuracy. For cued recall, there was, if anything, a small tendency for the more accurate conditions to be slower, but theoretically, the relation between accuracy and RT in recall tasks is a very complex matter (certainly so for the models we consider), and we defer discussion of RT for recall until the end of this article.
Recognition RTs are potentially more interpretable and diagnostic (for several classes of models), and we focus on these RTs in this section. In free response, the four (conditional) RT distributions for hits, false alarms, correct rejections, and misses were almost identical across the variations in length and strength. Figure  1 illustrates this claim. Statistical comparisons of various measures of central tendency and of the full distributions were carried out by Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) . The length effects and the strength effects were compared statistically for each of the four measures, giving 8 comparisons for each measure of central tendency and 8 for the full distributions. The means, for example, showed significant differences (p < .05) only for length for hits and only for
. Reaction time (ms) strength for misses. Statistical comparison of the full distributions revealed differences for these two cases and also for length for correct rejections. Thus, statistically significant differences for length and strength variations were found for only 5 of the 16 comparisons of the free-response data (a result not ascribable to lack of power or sufficient data collection). We do not, of course, conclude that there were no RT differences across conditions (which would be an impossible outcome), but we do call attention to the fact that obtaining reliable accuracy differences in our study was far easier than obtaining reliable RT differences. Compatible with these results is the fact that a common intercept and growth rate could not be rejected for the signal-to-respond functions for the four length-strength conditions. We must admit that the signal-to-respond data were much noisier, and the power of the conclusions that can be drawn from this result is correspondingly lower. However, related findings in signal-to-respond are not unknown: Dosher (1984a) obtained a similar result for study duration, albeit for associative recognition.
Extrapolating from the high-confidence RT data of Ratcliff and Murdock (1976) , we had expected significant effects of length and strength on RT on all of our measures. We should also note that there was a close relation across length-strength conditions between accuracy in free response and signal-to-respond. Dosher (1982) documented a strong negative correlation between asymptotic accuracy in signal-to-respond and free-response RTs. Such findings would also lead one to expect effects of length and strength on RT.
Thus, one might ask whether there might be artifactual explanations for our findings. For free response, one might propose that our participants were just responding at a certain (albeit highly variable) pace, not allowing the retrieved information to affect the RTs. However, this explanation is not very likely because the distributions for incorrect responses were substantially different from the distributions for correct responses (i.e., fast responses were considerably more accurate than slow responses).
The relative constancy of RT as length and strength varied is, at the least, puzzling. It would have been trivial for the participants to make the RTs differ, because they were aware of the length and the strength of the current list and could have slowed down or sped up responses accordingly (see Ratcliff, 1978 , for a related discussion). In contrast, it would have been very hard for participants to produce the observed constancy strategically even if they had attempted to do so. The individual RTs were quite variable, and the RT feedback was almost certainly not precise enough to allow the participants to adjust the times to match as precisely as shown in the results: The only RT feedback was the mean correct RT for the just-completed block. Perhaps participants could remember the most recent feedback for the four conditions and somehow managed to slow down or speed up their responding when a given condition occurred to bring the conditions together. However, it seems unlikely that participants would want to do this or would be capable of doing this.
One reviewer was concerned nonetheless that the feedback we provided could have allowed the participants to adjust their responding across conditions to produce the observed constancy. In part for this reason, a study with such feedback eliminated was carried out in our laboratory by a postdoctoral visitor, Rod Smith (Smith & Shiffrin, 1997) . This study will be reported in full elsewhere, but we report one particularly relevant result that bears on the present issue. The study used the same words and study conditions as those used in Experiment 1 of Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) . However, the tests used a variant of signal-to-respond procedures introduced by Meyer, Irwin, Osman, and Kounios (1988) : Participants responded under typical free-response instructions emphasizing both speed and accuracy except when interrupted by a signal; if a signal occurred before a response had already been made, then a response was required within a very short time period after the signal. Signals occurred only on a portion of the total test trials; the other trials were scheduled to have no signals and, therefore, were regular free-response trials. This procedure has been used by Meyer et al. (1988) and Ratcliff (1988) to assess partial information available before a free response is ready to be emitted. As in these previous studies, we found that participants indeed had partial information available en route to a response.
Of more relevance to the present issue, we designed the study so no RT feedback was provided concerning the participants' freeresponse RTs. They were given feedback only concerning their success in responding within the time limits on signal trials. We then examined the subset of trials on which no signal was scheduled to occur. Neither for variations in list length nor for study time did the conditional RT distributions differ, replicating the findings from the study reported in this article. Although accuracy in Smith and Shiffrin's (1997) study was only slightly (and nonsignificantly) better for the slow presentation times, accuracy was significantly better for the shorter lists. Thus, as in the present experiment, RT distributions did not change across a variation that did produce accuracy differences. This result in the Smith and Shiffrin study could not have been due to a strategy based on RT feedback because such feedback was not provided.
The results in both the present study and the Smith and Shiffrin (1997) study seem at odds with some previous findings (Murdock & Anderson, 1975; Ratcliff & Murdock, 1976) . There are a few differences in approach and procedure that could have led to the differing outcomes. For one thing, our studies were designed to minimize differential effects of study position, test position, studytest lag, and, in general, any contamination by recognition from short-term memory. We did this by interposing arithmetic periods after the study phase and before the test phase of a list and by fixing the number of tests per list to a constant regardless of list length. The previous studies generally did not have such provisions, which may account for some of the differences in results. In addition, the previous results were reported only for highconfidence responses. Finally, the use of confidence ratings may Figure 1 . Recognition response time (RT) distributions conditionalized for giving a particular response. In Panels A, C, E, and G, the distributions are combined across study time, whereas in Panels B, D, F, and H, the distributions are combined across list length, p = proportion of responses of that type; ju. = mean RT; a = standard deviation; m = median RT.
have induced a strategy of slowing down or speeding up of responses across conditions. Whatever might account for the differences between the present results and those in earlier studies, we decided it would be of value to explore the theoretical consequences of the present findings.
To reiterate, a model fit to the present recognition data should predict at least the following findings: (a) lowered accuracy as list length increases and study time decreases; (b) approximate constancy of conditional RT distributions across length and strength variations; (c) incorrect responses slower than correct responses, and slow responses less accurate than fast responses; and (d) similarity of the distributions for the two types of correct responses (hits and correct rejections) and similarity of the distributions for the two types of incorrect responses (false alarms and misses).
RT Models
In looking at previous RT models, it seemed to us that the key element they shared, either explicitly or implicitly, was the assumption that responses are initiated when enough evidence has accumulated to justify one response or the other. Such models naturally tend to link accuracy and RT across conditions. Although nothing in the present data rules out this class of models in principle (e.g., one could simply adjust the quantitative parameterization to reduce the magnitude of such a linkage), we decided to explore a relatively new class of models in which responses are initiated not when enough differential evidence in favor of one or another response has been accumulated, but instead when the process of retrieval has proceeded far enough to make it likely that reasonable accuracy is ensured. We now present a model of this type termed assessment of retrieval completion (ARC). The model for recognition is an extension of the REM model (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997 ,1998 , which was developed to predict recognition accuracy. The model for cued recall is an extension of the REM model that in many ways follows the recall assumptions of the SAM model of Shiffrin (e.g., 1980, 1981) . The recall model has a first stage that uses most of the processes of recognition, so the exposition begins with the model for recognition.
The ARC-REM Model for Recognition Accuracy and Latency
The REM Model A review of the basic components of the REM model provides a good starting point. The features of a given word are represented in semantic memory in the lexicon by a vector of feature values. We set the number of features to the value 20, following Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997)-this was an admittedly arbitrary choice chosen for computational convenience. Positive integers represent stored information, with higher numeric values representing features with lower environmental frequencies. In particular, the feature values representing a given word are chosen independently, with each value, j, chosen from a geometric distribution with parameter g:
During study of a pair of words, an episodic image vector of 20 feature values is stored for each word. Because storage takes place in pairs, the episodic images actually consist of two back-to-back 20-long vectors, in a vector 40 positions long. This representation is critical when we later turn to the model for cued recall. For the purposes of single-word recognition, as Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997, 1998) showed, n double-word vectors can equivalently be treated as 2n single-word vectors, a convention that we followed in this article.
The episodic vector is initially filled with zeros, with zero representing no information about that feature. The probability of storing a nonzero value in a given position, termed S r , depends on the study time, t (in our 'best' fit, S 670 = .516 and S 2 ,ooo = -955). If a value is stored, it will be a correct copy of the studied word's value with probability c (in our 'best' fit, c = .836); with probability 1 -c, the value stored will be a random choice from the geometric distribution in Equation 1. Thus, at the end of the study period for the list, each word will be represented by an incomplete and error-prone vector of feature values.
As in the original version of the REM model used to predict accuracy, the test word is assumed to be represented by a complete vector of 20 nonzero values. This vector is compared in parallel with all episodic images in memory (for simplicity, limited to all images of the study-list words, and no other images). Each image comparison produces a list of the number of features that match (and their values; in Equation 2, n ijm refers to the number of matching features in image j that have value i) and the number that mismatch (in Equation 2, the number mismatching in image j is n jq ). (Zeros in the image do not count in either category.) Equation 2 (derived from a Bayesian analysis) incorporates these matching counts and values to give for each episodic image the likelihood ratio for that image matching versus not matching the test word. The odds that the test word is "old" are determined by summing these likelihood ratios across the n episodic images and dividing by n, as in Equation 3. The default decision is to respond "old" if the odds are greater than 1.0.
Because explorations by Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997) suggested the choice would not be critical, we set g to their value, 0.45.
The ARC Model
The ARC model provides a way to extend the REM model to predict RTs and to do so in a way that correctly predicts the phenomena in the present experiment. We assumed that the features of the probe do not all become active at the same time but instead become active and take part in comparisons gradually, over a highly variable period of time. The comparison of the currently active probe features with memory is continuously updated, but we assumed that the result of this comparison (i.e., the odds value) is not continuously available to the participant. Instead, we assumed that the participant has access on a moment-to-moment basis only to the proportion of the features in the probe that have thus far become active. At any time, the participant can interrupt the course of retrieval and read out the current value of the odds, but this causes the process of retrieval to hesitate or stop (for long enough to make it unreasonable to read out the odds value on more than one occasion during the course of retrieval). Under these circumstances, it seems clear that a participant will wait until a sufficiently high proportion of probe features have become active and then interrupt the retrieval process, read out the current odds, and respond accordingly.
The model as described thus far dissociates accuracy from RT because the decision to stop the course of retrieval and respond is based on the ARC and not on the evidence in favor of "old" or "new." Because this simple model predicts no difference in RTs between errors and correct responses, contrary to the findings, we added an additional within-trial "forgetting" assumption: Features in the episodic images initially start in an active state but gradually become inactive during the course of retrieval on a given trial. In particular, we assumed that during each unit of time during retrieval, starting at time t 0 after test-item presentation, each feature in each episodic image that has not yet participated in a comparison with the probe becomes inactive with probability/. (Our units of time were set to 1 ms, and the 'best' fit values for t 0 and / were 88 ms and .0099, respectively.)
A feature that has already participated in comparison to the corresponding probe feature is protected and does not decay. This assumption ensures that waiting longer before interrupting retrieval and responding cannot lower mean accuracy. However, the fact that some features that have not yet participated in comparisons continue to become inactive ensures that errors will be slower than correct responses: When probe features on a given trial become active very quickly, little image-feature forgetting will have occurred when retrieval is interrupted and the odds assessed, so the response will be based on a large number of feature comparisons and hence will be quite accurate. Conversely, when the probe features slowly become active, many image features will have become inactive by the time their corresponding probe features become active. Therefore, the comparison will be based on fewer features, and the response will be less accurate. (A consequence of these assumptions concerning forgetting is a loss of the exact equivalence of RT across length-strength conditions, but the departure from equality is negligible-see the section The ARC-
REM Model for Recognition).
Under these assumptions, what would be the optimal strategy for a participant trying to obey the usual free-response instructions to respond as quickly and accurately as possible? Waiting for all probe features to become active will maximize accuracy but will occasionally produce very long RTs; responding when only a few probe features have become active will produce fast RTs but very low accuracy. We assumed that the participant attempts to balance these factors by waiting until some large proportion, a>, of the probe features have become active and then interrupting retrieval, reading out the odds, and responding accordingly (in our 'best' fit, o) -.75). In signal-to-respond conditions like those in Experiment 1 of Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) , we assumed that the participant simply waits for the signal and then interrupts retrieval, reads the odds, and responds. (In the variant of signal-to-respond introduced by Meyer et al. [1988] and used by Smith & Shiffrin, 1997 , as discussed in the introduction, regular and signal trials are mixed. For this variant, we would assume the participant uses the freeresponse strategy until a signal occurs, at which time retrieval is interrupted and a response initiated.)
The preceding paragraphs provide a general description of the ARC version of the REM model; the following paragraphs provide a few additional quantitative details. On any given trial, there is a maximum time (which varies across trials), f e , by which time all of the probe features must become active. At any time t less than f e , the probability, P A , of any not-yet-active probe feature becoming active is a function that increases from 0 at the time the test item is presented to 1.0 at r e . This function is given in Equation 4 and is illustrated in Figure 2A .
The distribution across trials of the maximum times, /,,, is a start time, f s , plus a time T selected from an exponential distribution with parameter a given in Equation 5 (our 'best' fit values for a and / s were .0012 and 200 ms, respectively). An example of this distribution is given in Figure 2B . Note that on most trials all probe features are activated quickly; on relatively few trials will activation proceed slowly. Figure 2 . A: Graph of Equation 4 for S = 3.0876; probability density (P) for the time at which a not-yet-active probe feature becomes active (A), for a fixed time, t e . B: Graph of Equation 5 for a = .0012; probability density (pd) for the time t e , the maximum time by which all probe features must become active. T = maximum time; t s = start time; t e = end time.
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(5)
Equations 4 and 5 together with the rule for interrupting retrieval (the value of cu) determine the distribution of probe completion times, as shown in Figure 3 . If we were fitting only free-response data, this function (or something similarly shaped) could have been used in place of the two functions shown in Figure 2 . However, more information than the function shown in Figure 3 is needed to predict the shape of the signal-to-respond data growth curves, because we need to know the state of the system at each time point en route to probe completion. The functions in Equations 4 and 5 were the simplest we could find that could produce good fits to both free-response and signal-torespond data.
The model predictions for free response. RT is determined by taking a sample of a base time from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of a and with a mean of /n o for old responses and /x n for new responses and adding the time at which the proportion of active features reaches the cutoff value <u (the probe completion time). In the original REM formulation, it was assumed for simplicity that an old response would be given if the odds exceeded 1.0. We found that the fit to the present freeresponse data was slightly but significantly improved when we allowed each of the four length-strength conditions to have a separately estimated criterion. The best fitting values were very close to 1.0, with a slight exception for the 40-pairs/2,000-ms condition (see Table 2 ).
The model predictions for signal-to-respond. In signal-torespond conditions, it is assumed that the participant waits until the signal, interrupts the retrieval process, reads out the odds, and responds. Again, we allowed the response criteria on the odds scale to be freely fitted to each of the four length-strength conditions, but all four best fit estimates were very close to 1.0 (see Table 2 ).
The ARC-REM Model for Cued-Recall Accuracy and Latency
The model for cued recall, in contrast to the recognition model, is based on a sequential search. Note. For the conditions, the first number (10 or 40) refers to the number of pairs in the list, and the second number (670 or 2,000) refers to the length of the list presentation per pair in milliseconds. ARC = assessment of retrieval completion; REM = retrieving effectively from memory. model borrows heavily from the SAM cued-recall model (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980 ,1981 . The general scheme is outlined in Figure 4 . We were led to propose a sequential search model in part because the different shapes of RT distributions in recognition and cued recall suggest qualitatively different retrieval processes in the two paradigms. This case is given in Nobel and Shiffrin (2001 unfortunate consequence of using a search model is the many stages and decisions that are logically and conceptually necessary (as outlined in Figure 4 ). These stages and decisions cause the complexity of the model to increase considerably beyond that required for recognition but are, in our view, necessary. These stages and associated decisions are to be distinguished from the various quantitative assumptions with which they are implemented (including such things as distributional shapes). Although finding even one set of quantitative assumptions that correctly predicted the findings was nontrivial, it is undoubtedly true that there must exist numerous alternative quantitative implementations. We were guided largely by the attempt to find the simplest set that could do the job. (These comments apply also to recognition, but the number of required quantitative assumptions was much smaller in that case.)
Assumptions Governing Response Accuracy
Probe activation and likelihood calculation. Likelihood ratios are first calculated as they are in the recognition model. The time course of this stage also follows the time course prescribed by the recognition model, with one slight change: For free response in cued recall, the likelihood ratios are calculated when all of the probe features have become active. Once the ratios are calculated, they remain fixed throughout that trial's retrieval period (i.e., throughout the rest of the search).
Image sampling. The next step is sampling of an image. A double-word image is sampled, based on the larger of the two likelihood ratios for that pair. The sampling probability is proportional to a power function of the (larger) likelihood ratio for each pair (with power y, for which the 'best' fit value was .21), according to Equation 6:
Image acceptance. The sampled image is now examined, and a decision is made as to whether to accept the image as the desired one (the desired image being the one containing the test word). The decision is based on the value of the likelihood ratio for the sampled image, with the additional assumption that the probability of acceptance increases as time approaches the limit of 5 s for a response. Equation 7 gives the probability of acceptance, P(A), for a scaled likelihood ratio of X y , governed by a parameter e (for which the 'best' fit value was 6,542). This equation must be properly truncated, as illustrated in Figure 5 , for three values of A 7 :
Give-up decision. If the image is not accepted, or if it is accepted and the recovery stage (see the Recovery and output decision section) fails, then a decision is made whether to give up. The decision to give up (in either case) is based on the familiarity of the probe: If the probe seems sufficiently unfamiliar, on the basis of the value of the odds, <\>, that the test word is old, then a give-up decision occurs. The probability of giving up, P(G), rises as time approaches the end of the 5-s response interval. Equation 8 gives the probability of giving up, based on a parameter p. We allowed the give-up probability to differ for slow and fast presentation rates (the idea being that, even for equivalent odds, partic- ) of the sampled image, for « = 6,542. P(A) = probability of acceptance.
ipants might be more reluctant to give up had they studied the list longer). Thus, two values, p 670 and P2 -O00l were estimated (with 'best' fit values of .000117 and .0002, respectively). Equation 8 must be properly truncated, as illustrated in Figure 6 , for three values of <j> and the 670-ms condition:
Recovery and output decision. The probability of a successful recovery, P(R), and output of the response word in the pair image are based on the proportion of nonzero feature values in the part of the sampled image corresponding to the response word, p r . Equation 9 gives the recovery probability, based on a parameter T (for which the 'best' fit value was .512). 
Correct responses and intrusions. Finally, the word output might be correct or might be an intrusion. Intrusions can occur because the word recovered from the partial information available is incorrect or because a word is recovered correctly from the wrong image. Furthermore, the wrong image, in principle, can be either from the correct list (the most recent one) or from earlier lists. However, for simplicity, we restricted the images that are accessed to those from the recent list, so that none of the predicted intrusions in this simplified version of the model are due to sampling images from prior lists. If the wrong image is sampled, it is assumed an intrusion is made (it is assumed that the probability of accidental generation of the correct response is negligible); these intrusions will be episodic in nature. If the correct image (the image containing the probe word and its response word) is sampled, then the probability correct, P(C|CS), is given in Equation 10 (based on the scaled likelihood ratio used for sampling, A v , and a parameter tfi with a 'best' fit value of .86); otherwise, an intrusion is made. These intrusions are generally related to the correct response in some fashion. 
Assumptions Governing RT
Time of the first step. For simplicity, we let the time for the first step, including probe completion, image sampling, and the acceptance decision, be set to the time for all probe features to activate, as described for recognition.
Times for stages of the search. All times mentioned below are mean times in milliseconds. On any given step of the search on a given trial, the actual time is selected from a Gaussian distribution with that mean, with a standard deviation equal to that mean multiplied by a parameter cr s and truncated at zero if necessary. (The 'best' fit value for <r s was 105.)
Time to resample and accept. This mean time is /x r . (The 'best' fit value for /t r was 100.)
Time to give up. The mean time is ju. g . (The 'best' fit value for jx g was 264.)
Time to recover and output. This mean time, t K , is allowed to vary in accord with the scaled likelihood ratio, as in Equation 11, on the basis of two parameters, f and 0 (the 'best' fit values being 1,973 and .6145, respectively). The higher is the likelihood, the faster is the recovery time. (Although the number of target features is not directly included in this equation, this number is correlated with the value of A, primarily through the interaction of variable probe feature onsets with image-feature forgetting.)
Base time. All the other RT components, including motor response and perception time, are lumped into a base time with a mean ^ (having a 'best' fit value of 856).
Signal-to-Respond
The point during the search when the signal occurs determines whether a response is given in signal-to-respond. The freeresponse model previously described runs until the signal occurs. If the signal occurs after the point in time at which the recovery and output stage in the search would have led to an output, then the output would be the one produced in free response. If the signal occurs when the search is still ongoing, and the search is not at that moment within the recovery stage, then a give-up response is produced. If the signal occurs during the recovery stage of the search, and the proportion of that stage's duration that has passed by the signal time is pt str , then P(R) as given in Equation 9 is slightly modified, as given in Equation 12: P(R) = (ptjp?. (12) Across recognition and cued recall as well as free response and signal-to-respond, there were quite a few data points to be predicted. For recognition free response, there were two accuracy values (hit and false-alarm rates) for each of the four conditions of length and strength, giving a total of eight values. RTs were compiled as the proportion of responses in each of 50 bins of duration 100 ms, covering the 5-s response interval, for each of the 16 conditional distributions. So as not to drown the effect of accuracy in these many RTs, the sum of squared error (SSE) for the eight accuracy points was multiplied by 8 before being added to the summed SSE for RTs. For recognition signal-to-respond, we used hits and false alarms at each of the 10 signal times in each of the four length-strength conditions. For cued-recall free response, we measured proportions of correct responses, intrusions, and give-ups for each of the four length-strength conditions. We multiplied the SSE for these 12 points by 4, again to increase the weighting of accuracy in the joint fit. The cued-recall RT distributions were characterized by proportions of responses in 50 bins of duration 100 ms for the conditional distributions for each of the three types of responses for each of the four length-strength conditions. For cued-recall signal-to-respond, there were three proportions of responses for each of 10 signal times for each length-strength condition. In total, there were 1,620 terms entered into the SSE, with the accuracy terms given some extra weighting.
Fitting the Model to the Data
The complete model had many parameters to be estimated. These may be categorized as follows: There were 8 parameters common to free response, signal-to-respond, recognition, and cued recall (Table 3 ). For recognition, there were 8 parameters specific for free response and 4 for signal-to-respond (Table 2 ). It should be Note. ARC = assessment of retrieval completion; REM = retrieving effectively from memory.
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noted that 8 of this total of 12 were criteria that in all but one case were very close to the default value of 1.0; simply setting all 8 parameters to 1.0 produced a fit almost as good. For cued recall, there were 9 additional parameters common to both free response and signal-to-respond (Table 4) , and 3 more applied only to free response (Table 5) . Thus, we fitted 32 parameters (although 8 of these could have been set to the default value of 1.0 without much harm). Finding a set of parameter values that truly minimized the sum of squared deviations between predictions and data was a task beyond our capabilities, despite our limiting the fit to the aggregate data, use of sophisticated parameter estimation techniques, and parallel utilization of 60 networked workstations on campus.
2 In addition, the precise form of the assumptions we listed above was altered a number of times during the model development process on the basis of partial fits to data and emerging intuitions concerning the characteristics that an appropriate model must incorporate. The fitting technique thus was a combination of art and guesswork: At the highest level, a set of model assumptions would be explored until it seemed likely that a good fit could not be found and then the assumptions were adjusted. For a given set of assumptions, regions of parameter values were chosen on the basis of an emerging intuition concerning the shape of the parameter space, and a variety of quantitative estimation algorithms were applied to the identified regions in a procedure that moved back and forth Note. ARC = assessment of retrieval completion; REM = retrieving effectively from memory. Note. ARC = assessment of retrieval completion; REM = retrieving effectively from memory.
between the two approaches a number of times. We stopped the model development and the estimation process when a fit was obtained mat was close enough to demonstrate the value of the model. Thus, we use quotation marks in the phrase 'best' fit to represent the truth of the situation: It is rather likely that other sets of parameter values exist that would produce even better fits than those we report. The 'best' parameter values are given in Tables 2,  3 , 4, and 5.
Predictions of the Model
For free response, the predictions for response accuracy in recognition (hits and false alarms) and in cued recall (correct responses and intrusions; the probabilities of these plus give-ups summed to 1.0) are given along with the observed data in Table 1 . The predicted and observed RT distributions are given in Figures 8A through 8P for recognition and in Figures 9A through 9L for cued recall. For signal-to-respond, recognition predictions are given for hits and false alarms in Figure 10 and for d' in Figure 11 ; cued-recall predictions are given for correct responses, intrusions, and give-ups in Figure 12 . It is clear that the model captures the essential aspects of the data quite well, notwithstanding the fact that better fits would have been obtained had the model been fit separately to the recognition and cued-recall data and had it been possible to explore the model's parameter space more thoroughly.
How to judge the success of this model-fitting enterprise is something probably best left to the individual reader. We note that accuracy, RTs, and RT distributions are fit for length and strength variations, for both free-response and signal-to-respond paradigms, and for both recognition and cued recall. Given these facts, we did not judge the number of parameters to be overly high: This was especially true for recognition because 8 of the 20 parameters were the criteria on the odds scale for responding "old" and could have been set to the default value of 1.0 without greatly harming the quality of the fit. There are a number of comments that we could make about the ARC-REM models for recognition and recall separately, but before turning to these, we discuss alternative models for recognition.
Alternative Models for Free RTs in Recognition
Existing models had a conceptual basis that made it seem likely that they would predict a relationship between accuracy and RT across our free-response conditions. Models of this sort include the decision model (Hockley & Murdock, 1987 ) and the diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978) . We learned that such models could be fitted to each of our length-strength conditions in free response if all parameters were fitted separately to each condition. However, we could not find natural restrictions on the parameters that allowed the data to be predicted. Moreover, even if different parameter values are used across conditions, nothing in these models provided any reason for the approximate equivalence of the RT distributions. These same comments apply with equal force to variants of the SAM model of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984) and the REM model of Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997) , in which we tried letting RT be related to the distance of the familiarity measure on a given trial from the criterion, either directly or indirectly by letting distance determine the rate of a random walk decision process. Thus, within the context of these models, we were left with the unsatisfactory conclusion that the approximate constancy of RT distributions across length-strength conditions was an accident. In this section, we briefly describe the two published RT models for recognition and our attempts at implementation so as to illustrate these points. Hockley and Murdock (1987) presented a decision model for accuracy and response latency in recognition memory. Although this model was developed within the framework of the theory of distributed associative memory (Murdock, 1982) , it can be applied as well to any model that produces single matching strengths (i.e., familiarity values) to model recognition performance, such as SAM (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984) , REM (Shiffrin & Steyvers, Tables 2 and 3 . 5000 1997), the matrix model (Pike, 1984) , or MINERVA (Hintzman, 1988) . On a given trial, the retrieval system produces a single value (matching strength, familiarity, or activation). This value is then used in a sequence of decision steps. At each step in time, a random sample is taken from a Gaussian distribution and added to the strength value. If the sum is above an upper criterion or below a lower criterion, an "old" or a "new" response, respectively, is made. If the result falls between the two criteria, the decision system cycles to the next step. It is assumed that the two criteria come together over time: At each step, the distance between the criteria is reduced by a constant fraction (the criteria convergence rate). This system by itself fails to produce sufficient numbers of very long RTs. To solve this problem, the number of steps is translated into real time by T k = (k 2 + k + 2)BCT, where k denotes the number of cycles, BCT the base cycle time, and T k the decision time. Time for other stages (JOS; which includes processes like encoding, comparison, and execution) is assumed to follow a normal distribution, and RT is defined as T k + TOS.
The Decision Model
The familiarity value that is used to "seed" this decision model can come from several models. We implemented a version of the SAM model (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984) to generate the familiarity values for each trial. The SAM model assumes storage of associative strengths between test cues and images of list items (the images are stored separately in memory). It is assumed that the test probe consists of an item cue and a context cue. The strengths of these cues to a given image are multiplied, giving an image activation value. The activation values are then summed across list images to produce a familiarity value. When the SAM associative strength parameters were fixed across conditions but all decision parameters including criteria were allowed to vary across conditions, the resultant model produced quite good fits to the accuracy and RT data.
This fit used a great number of free parameters (i.e., 48). Although we could not find ways to equate or adjust parameters across conditions that would be conceptually justified and would continue to produce a good fit, one might wish to argue that the full model should not be discounted on the basis of many parameters, because a great deal of data are being predicted. A different concern about the decision model lies in general objections raised by Gronlund and Ratcliff (1991) ; some of these objections are well taken, but an analysis goes beyond the scope of this article. The rather arbitrary quadratic mapping of decision steps into decision Tables 2 and 3. time certainly gives the model an ad hoc flavor that lessens its attractiveness for many theorists. None of these objections may be as serious as the following: For the model to fit the data, it was essential that the upper and lower criteria be adjusted separately for each length-strength condition. In itself, this was no problem because these criteria could well be under participants' control, and the length and strength conditions occurred in separate lists, allowing the participants to make criteria adjustments. The problem lies in the fact that there was no obvious way for the participants to know in what way to adjust the criteria so as to equate fairly closely the conditional RT distributions across length and strength. The participants were not given feedback of a type that would have allowed such adjustment, and the high variance of the distributions of RTs made it most unlikely that the participants had anything like a precise estimate of the means and variances of these distributions across conditions (and the participants, when asked, professed to have no idea of the relative speeds of responses across conditions). Thus, we were left with the unattractive hypothesis that the criteria were chosen differently for different conditions (on some unknown basis) and the criteria choices accidentally produced an approximate equality of the RT distributions. Ratcliff (1978) proposed a resonance model for memory retrieval in recognition in which item images are stored separately in memory. A test item is encoded and then compared in parallel with each stored image. Each individual comparison is instantiated as a diffusion (random walk) process that accumulates information over time and drifts between two boundaries, one for emitting a positive response and one for reaching a decision that the comparison is not a match. The mean rate of drift toward the positive boundary is higher for a memory image matching the test item than for other memory images, but there is a Gaussian distribution of drift rates with the same variance for both kinds of comparisons. The model is described as a resonance model because the response of each image to the test item is based on the similarity between them.
The Resonance-Diffusion Model
The participant terminates with a positive response when any random walk reaches the positive boundary (terminating search) and gives a negative response when every random walk reaches the negative boundary (exhaustive search). To keep the positive and negative times similar, the negative boundary generally must be placed much closer to the starting position than the positive boundary.
There are five basic parameters: the means of drift for target and distractor traces, the common variance of drift, and the distances of the two boundaries from the starting point. In addition, there is a constant time for encoding and responding.
In several instances, Ratcliff (1978) did not fit the diffusionresonance model to the RT distributions themselves but instead to the three-parameter ex-Gaussian distributions that best fit each RT distribution (see, e.g., Ratcliff & Murdock, 1976) . Fitting the diffusion-resonance model either to the raw data or to the exGaussian approximations is far from a trivial process. We therefore fitted our distributions with ex-Gaussian distributions and sent them to Roger Ratcliff, who was kind enough to fit the diffusion model to these distributions, with separate parameters for each length-strength condition. Although the resultant fit was not as good as the decision model, it was not unreasonable given that fewer parameters were required.
Nonetheless, the same concerns can be raised as were raised for the decision model. Even if one is not concerned about parameter invariance across conditions, the model provides no reason why the RT distributions should have been approximately equivalent across conditions, and the result is simply left as an accidental outcome.
We do not reject either of these models on this basis but rather use this observation as a basis for justifying exploration of an alternative class of RT models. This class, instantiated by the ARC-REM model, is one in which responding is initiated when the retrieval process has proceeded sufficiently far to make it likely that response accuracy will be close to the best attainable on that trial. One advantage of such models is the fact that they provide a nonaccidental justification for the approximate equivalence of RT distributions across our length-strength conditions.
The ARC-REM Model for Recognition
The ARC-REM recognition model is consistent with and an extension to the RT domain of the previously introduced REM model (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997 , 1998 . However, the REM model could have been extended in other ways that would not have produced a satisfactory outcome (and, in fact, we tried several of these, such as using the odds value in the REM model as input to Hockley and Murdock's [1987] decision model). The ARC-REM model is of particular value because it represents an instantiation of a new class of RT models that probably deserves further exploration and consideration, a class in which the approximate equality of the RT distributions is a predicted consequence rather than an accident. According to the ARC-REM model, RT is determined not by an accumulation of relevant evidence concerning the decision to be made, but instead by an accumulation of evidence concerning how complete is the process of retrieval. Completeness was defined, more precisely, as the point at which the proportion of activated probe features reached a criterion value. This approach separates time and accuracy but does not predict different times for correct and error responses. We therefore added an additional assumption that features of the images in memory become unavailable during the course of a retrieval attempt. The error-correct differences then arise because the ARC-REM model assumes variability in the time course of probe activation: Trials with slow probe onsets are associated with significant forgetting of image features before they can be compared, and hence poorer performance is predicted for these slow trials. Conversely, trials with fast probe onsets are associated with little forgetting, and comparisons of probe and image features will almost always take place, improving performance on these fast trials.
Despite this correlation of RT and accuracy within any condition, different conditions (e.g., of length and strength) should produce virtually the same RTs. Overall RTs are determined by probe feature onsets, which are not affected by condition. Furthermore, even when the RTs are separated into correct and error cases, the fact that overall accuracy is higher in some conditions than others does not appreciably affect the relative decline in accuracy associated with slower responding, and hence the conditional RT distributions are virtually identical across the variables of length and strength.
The ARC-REM model was, of course, designed to predict the approximate dissociation of accuracy and RT across manipulations of length and strength that was observed in Experiment 1 (and other studies) of Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) . This feature of the model is a considerable asset when the model is applied to Nobel and Shiffrin's findings but a debit when the model is applied to studies that do show correlations of accuracy with RT across conditions (e.g., Dosher, 1982; Flexser, 1978; Murdock & Anderson, 1975; Ratcliff & Murdock, 1976) .
For this reason, we are far from ready to proclaim that the ARC approach is a better representation of reality than the traditional approaches in which RTs are based on the current assessment of the evidence favoring one choice over another. Furthermore, even if the ARC approach provides the best description of the processes taking place in the present studies, we would not want to argue that the approach necessarily generalizes to other paradigms. To extend the ARC model to paradigms in which RTs correlate with accuracy across conditions would require extra assumptions. In some cases, such extra assumptions are easy to justify. For example, if the conditions were different in different lists, it might be possible to argue simply that the criteria for stopping retrieval differ for the different lists. Alternatively, if variables were manipulated within lists (as sometimes happens for study time manipulations), it would not usually be plausible to argue for different criteria for different test items: To adjust criteria on the basis of the test item's study time, one would pretty much have to know that the test item had been studied, obviating the need to set a criterion.
In such cases, it might be possible to augment an ARC model. For example, it could be assumed that the participant waits and interrupts retrieval a second time in cases in which the first interruption does not provide a clear answer, it could be assumed that a recall-like process operates in parallel with the familiaritybased process of REM, or it could be assumed that the participant "rechecks" the initial answer with a recall-like process or with a second retrieval attempt. Such augmentations of an ARC approach might be possible, but the traditional models would certainly provide simpler and more elegant solutions in such cases.
At the least, further research is needed to explore the relative benefits of the two classes of models for recognition RTs. Nonetheless, the present data and the success of the quantitative fits of the model to the data provide a good case that models of RT based on the ARC approach deserve serious consideration by theorists in the field.
Possible Extensions of the ARC-REM Model
to Pair Recognition Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) presented signal-to-respond data for the task of pair recognition, in which participants study pairs and then try to discriminate studied pairs from pairs composed of two words neither of which had been studied. Compared with singleword recognition, pair recognition has a slightly faster intercept, a slightly slower growth rate, and a higher asymptotic accuracy. What changes in the model might be needed to handle such results? Shiffrin and Steyvers (1998) took up this question with respect to the accuracy results at asymptote, when decisions are made in the absence of significant time pressure: The optimal decision strategy would be to carry out comparisons on the basis of all 40 features in both words (treating a pair as a single doublelength word). The extra features would clearly improve predicted performance, as observed (pair d' of 2.2 vs. single d' of 1.7). This approach does not work, however: The parameter values that produce the good fits to single-item recognition would produce a predicted pair recognition d' of about 2.8, which is much too high. This failure suggests there is some additional limitation acting in the pair task. Shiffrin and Steyvers (1998) reported two approaches that work about equally well. In the first (termed the capacity variant), it is assumed that the test probe of memory does not have the capacity to hold all the features of two words; randomly choosing features for the probe with a probability of .775 reduced the predicted a" to about that that was observed. In the second (termed the separate variant), the familiarity (i.e., the odds) of each word is computed separately; multiplying these odds values together and basing the decision on the product also reduced the a" prediction to about that that was observed.
Extending the single-word recognition model to pair recognition in the time domain is a more complex matter. If both words must be "read" before retrieval comparisons begin, then one might expect the intercept of the signal-to-respond function to be larger for pair than single-word recognition. However, the results showed the intercept to be slightly lower for pairs (roughly consistent with point estimates of intercept parameters by Gronlund & Ratcliff, 1989) , suggesting that comparisons begin slightly sooner for two words than for one word. If such results are reliable, they might be dealt with by slightly modifying the ARC-REM assumptions. The present model assumes a fixed minimum time at which probe features begin to activate. It may be that some words and their features are quicker to be perceived than others. When two words are presented, there may be a race for them to be perceived, with the faster of the two words winning or the fastest features winning, thereby starting the probe feature activation and comparison process at an earlier time.
The rate of growth of pair a", conversely, appeared in our data to be slightly slower than that for single-word a" (point estimates of rate parameters in Gronlund & Ratcliff, 1989 , were in the reverse direction). Unfortunately, for most model variants, quantitative modeling would be required to determine the rate predictions, partly because a" is not simply related to the number of features that have participated in comparisons, and partly because rate is a rather abstract measure not easy to relate to theoretical assumptions. There is one interesting possibility that might deserve consideration, however. Suppose there is an interaction such that activation of features of one test word delays activation of features of the other (an example is serial activation of the two test words). Not only might this slow the rate of growth, but it also would reduce asymptotic accuracy because image-feature forgetting would continue to occur during such delays. This possibility is interesting because it adds another basis for explaining why pair performance is not as much better than single-word recognition as independence models might predict (e.g., Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1998) . This hypothesis might be an alternative to the aforementioned capacity and separate variants.
The ARC-REM Model for Cued Recall
Assessing the model for cued recall is a complex matter. The relatively good fit of the model to the results provides an existence proof that a search model for cued recall can be used to predict accuracy and latency for correct responses, intrusions, and giveups for free response and signal-to-respond. It is a plus that this model is consistent with, and shares appropriate parameter values with, the model for recognition. In particular, the likelihood ratios for each episodic memory image from the recent list are the basis for both the recognition and cued-recall models.
Considering only cued recall, several factors make it difficult to evaluate the degree to which the fit to the data supports the model. One factor is the large number of parameters to be estimated (i.e., 20, 12 of which were specific to cued recall and not used for recognition). A more important factor is the approach we used to arrive at the present version of the model: We had to tinker at length with the assumptions, processes, and particularly their precise forms until a combination was found that produced the present results. At the outset of the model development process, we naively thought that there would be many combinations of assumptions that would work about equally well in producing satisfactory predictions. This naive prediction was rooted in the fact that a search process like that depicted in Figure 4 is complex, with many separate steps and many strategic components associated with those steps; assumptions about all of these stages and steps would logically be required to produce a consistent model. It is because many of these necessary assumptions seemed to be somewhat unconstrained by direct reference to the findings that led us to expect that it ought to be possible to find many combinations of assumptions that would produce good fits.
In practice, we were surprised to find that it was quite difficult to come up with even one combination of assumptions producing an adequate fit. Two hypotheses seem to be plausible candidates to explain this difficulty. First, it is probable that the large size of the space of possible models makes this space difficult to search; a low density of good models relative to bad models could be an important inhibitor of the search for a good fitting model, even if quite a large number of these exist. Second, it is certainly the case that the production of a good model was highly constrained by the fact that many processes and parameter values were carried over from recognition and by the fact that the data set was large, complex, and rich.
These factors being duly weighted, it would probably be unwise to place much credence in the detailed form of any single assumption of the model. It seems likely that a lowering of goodness of fit caused by a change in some one detail could well be redressed by compensating changes in the detailed form of other assumptions. However, even if the form of any one assumption taken alone is open to question, we believe the overall shape of the model provides a reasonable candidate to explain the processes of retrieval in cued recall and, at the very least, provides a starting point for further theoretical advances.
Turning to the assumptions themselves, there are a few that deserve special comment. The characterization of cued recall as a search process is, of course, critical; this characterization is rooted in the differences in RT distributions between recognition and cued recall but is not discussed in detail here because this issue forms the substance of the companion article by Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) .
The model as stated assumes that the triggering mechanism for certain decision stages in the model becomes more liberal as time passes during a given retrieval attempt. At the outset of the model exploration process, we investigated models without such assumptions. However, it rapidly became clear that the observed distributions in Figure 9 were skewed to the right relative to the predictions of models with time-homogeneous assumptions. Although it may seem ad hoc at first glance, we believe it is entirely reasonable that participants become more and more willing to come to a decision (at any of several stages of the memory search) as the remaining time available for a response drops toward zero.
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The ARC-REM model for cued recall assumes that the process of generating matching values for the images in memory (i.e., the generation of likelihood values) takes place one time during a given search process-at the outset; the time to generate values occurs once, and the values produced are then "frozen" in place during the remainder of the search. There are several reasons for this approach. First, our attempts to allow the matching process to occur again on every cycle of the search did not produce any models that seemed good enough to pursue. However, the difficulty of searching the space of possible models makes the evidence against the existence of a successful model of this sort very weak. Perhaps even more important are logical considerations: Given the variability in probe onset times and the accompanying variability in response accuracy, a new and independent activation and matching process on every cycle of the search would tend to lead any extended search to a very high accuracy level. For example, in free response without a time limit or in signal-to-respond with a long delayed signal, an optimal strategy would involve a great number of search cycles, using the results only of those that take place very quickly. This would ensure no forgetting of image features and, hence, the most accurate possible matching values. Then by accumulating the results of multiple samples of this kind, one could "average out" the noise produced by sampling and ensure that the response is based on all of the stored information in the correct image. In no way would such a model be able to predict observed accuracy and RT results in cued recall.
This reasoning is related to that justifying the decision to let sampling be based not on the likelihood ratios, A, but instead on these numbers raised to a power, A 7 . Because y had an estimated value of .21, the differences in likelihood values were compressed, and sampling was much less likely to locate the correct image than would have been the case with y of 1.0. This turned out to be a necessary result, to spread out the point in time at which the correct image is sampled. Some discussion of this and related points is given in Shiffrin and Steyvers (1998) .
The central theme of the ARC-REM model for cued recall is, of course, borrowed from Shiffrin (1970) and Shiffrin (1980, 1981) : the idea that retrieval operates through sequential sampling. Why variations in length and strength of list produce distributions of conditional RTs that overlap greatly is not easy to intuit. A complicating factor is that the point at which various decisions are made in the sequential search may vary with length and strength. Beyond this, for a particular RT distribution, we are selecting out those cases in which that particular type of response occurs. Consider list length and correct responses, for example. For simplicity, consider the probability of giving a correct response on the first sample. Suppose each sample has a probability of. 1 of locating the correct image for a short list and .07 for a long list (there are more images from which to sample for the long list). Suppose the subsequent stages of the first search cycle produce a correct output with probability Q. The probability that a correct response occurs at Time 1 for the short list is AQ divided by the overall probability correct for a short list, p s , and for the long list is .07Q divided by the overall probability correct for the long list, p L . Because p s is larger than p L , the resultant conditional probabilities can be surprisingly close.
Another theme involves the handling of intrusions. We have assumed for simplicity that episodic intrusions arise from the sampling of images from the current list: from sampling of the correct image followed by incorrect recovery, or by sampling of the wrong image. Our data (see Nobel & Shiffrin, 2001) show that intrusions also arise from sampling of images from earlier lists. Such a process would not be hard to add to the model by assuming that all images in memory are activated by probes that include context information, with the context ensuring that recent images are preferentially activated above some threshold and then sampled (see Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997 , 1998 . Such a model would be considerably more complex than the present version, and we judged it would not be worth the extra complexity merely to fit extralist intrusions.
In summary, the cued-recall data set to which we fitted our model is quite rich, including both accuracy and RT distributions for correct responses, intrusions, and give-ups, for lists varying in length and strength, and for free-response and signal-to-respond conditions. The reasonably close quantitative predictions we obtained on the one hand provide an existence proof that a sequential search model is capable of handling the pattern of obtained results and on the other hand provide a starting point for future detailed models of performance in cued recall. It is worthy of additional note that despite being a sequential search model, this model was consistent with and shared certain parameter values with the parallel activation model of recognition.
Possible Extensions of the ARC-REM Model to
Associative Recognition and Wickelcall Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) measured retrieval dynamics in signal-to-respond tasks for both associative recognition (discriminating intact studied pairs from rearranged studied pairs) and wickelcall (similar to associative recognition but with one member of the test pair presented at the outset of the test period and the other presented just prior to the signal-to-respond). The dynamics in both cases were quite slow compared with either pair or singleitem recognition and were similar to those observed in cued recall. On the basis of these findings, it may be reasonable to base a model of associative recognition and wickelcall on recall processes. This approach differs from some extant models that treat associative recognition like single-item recognition; in these models, retrieval occurs through a single process of parallel activation (e.g., Metcalfe Eich, 1982; Murdock, 1982) . However, in addition to the data from our present study, other data show the need for an additional cued-recall-like retrieval process in associative recognition (e.g., Clark & Shiffrin, 1992; Dosher, 1984b; Gronlund & Ratcliff, 1989) . For instance, Gronlund and Ratcliff (1989) found that discriminations requiring associative information tend to be slower than discriminations that can be made on the basis of word information alone. As one of the possible mechanisms that cause this delay, they posited the involvement of recall in recognition. In a series of studies on the effect of natural language word frequency on various types of recognition and recall, Clark and Shiffrin found patterns of accuracy data that suggest the operation of recall-like processes in associative recognition and, to a lesser extent, in item recognition.
Perhaps the most straightforward way to extend the cued-recall model to associative recognition involves sampling pair images and saying "old" if one is found that matches both test words (both likelihood ratios lie above a criterion cr), saying "new" if one is found that matches only one of the test words, or otherwise continuing the search or terminating the search with a guess. The test probe on any cycle of the search could be one of the two test words (which is chosen as a probe might be related to the respective familiarity values of the two words), both words, or both words but with the total number of features reduced. Likelihood ratios are then calculated on the basis of the parallel match of the test probe to the memory images (as in recognition). A memory image for a pair is then sampled on the basis of the value of these likelihood ratios. After a pair image is sampled, suppose the test words are compared with the word images in both orders, with the best order being used for subsequent decisions. This process thus produces a pair of likelihood ratios for each sampled image, ratios that are used in the aforementioned decision process. In free response, there would be search termination rules based on factors like low familiarity of at least one of the test words and the time spent searching without success. To arrive at predictions, it would be necessary to add assumptions about the times for the various stages of the search.
In signal-to-respond, the search would be continued either until a decision is reached or to the time of the signal, at which time a guessing strategy would be invoked. A sophisticated model might allow guessing to be based on the familiarity of the probe. This would produce a mixed model, with responses based on both recall and familiarity, and might allow prediction of an initial period of above chance performance before the exponential rising portion of the signal-to-respond function.
How might a model of this sort be extended to wickelcall? Perhaps the simplest and most straightforward approach involves using the word initially presented as a probe and proceeding as in cued recall. A response that is located by the time the signal-torespond occurs would be matched against the second word presented and a response made accordingly, or else a guessing strategy would be invoked. This approach might possibly help explain the findings by Wickelgren and Corbett (1977) and in Experiment 3 of Nobel and Shiffrin (2001) , that wickelcall has considerably lower (asymptotic) accuracy than associative recognition. The opportunity to use either of two cues in associative recognition, especially the more familiar one, might considerably increase the probability of sampling the correct pair image.
Concluding Remark
As a concluding comment, it is worth emphasizing that the ARC part of the ARC-REM model does not really apply to cued recall, associative recognition, or wickelcall. A sequential search by its very nature involves assessment of evidence at each step: The search stops when the evidence provides a sufficient reason to do so. Although a number of die stopping rules in the cued-recall model use criteria that produce enhanced probability of stopping as the response period winds down, these rules are at best only slightly reminiscent of the ARC approach. Thus, the ARC approach, in which responding occurs not when evidence has reached a level of sufficiency but instead when retrieval has proceeded far enough, is in the present setting quite specific to the parallel activation process we assume for recognition (and possibly for pair recognition). Whether this sort of model will prove useful for other cognitive tasks in which RTs are measured is a question that will have to be taken up in future research.
